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Audit concludes Dominion voting machines are
designed for fraud

Report urges Trump to invoke 2018 order to protect national security

President Donald J. Trump greets guests on the South Lawn of the White House
Tuesday, Oct. 27, 2020, prior to boarding Marine One en route to Joint Base

Andrews, Maryland, to begin his trip to Michigan, Wisconsin, Nebraska and Nevada.
(Official White House photo by Joyce N. Boghosian)

The company that conducted an independent audit of 22 Dominion Voting
Systems in a small Michigan county released a report Monday concluding
the machines are "intentionally and purposefully designed with inherent
errors."

Consequently, Allied Security Operations Group advised in its report,
President Trump should invoke his 2018 executive order to ensure national
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security in the event of foreign interference in an election.

"We conclude that the Dominion Voting System is intentionally and
purposefully designed with inherent errors to create systemic fraud and
influence election results," says the report, written by Russell Ramsland, a
former Republican candidate in Texas. "The system intentionally generates
an enormously high number of ballot errors."

The report was published on the website of attorney Matthew DePerno, a
lawyer in Anterim County who represented a voter in the case.

The county was in the news after the election when it was discovered that
6,000 votes had been flipped from President Trump to Joe Biden. The
Michigan secretary of state and the Antrim County clerk both blamed
"human error."

But Allied Security insists it's a "machine" or "software" error, calling it a
"national security issue."
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Dominion machines are used in 28 states, serving some 40% of the
population.

The report recommends "that an independent group should be empaneled to
determine the extent of the adjudication errors throughout the State of
Michigan."

Should President Trump invoke his executive order concerning foreign
election interference?

Yes No Submit

Completing this poll entitles you to WND news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime. You
also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.

Dominion has dismissed charges that its machines are vulnerable to fraud as
"election disinformation."

"All Dominion systems are capable of producing paper records and are 100
percent auditable, with testing, reviews, audits, and recounts subject to
oversight and verification by all political parties," the company states on its
website.

Michigan's assistant attorney general, Erik Grill, charged the report's claims
are "inaccurate, incomplete, and misleading."

The report states the forensic examination of the tabulation log for Dec. 6
found 68.05% -- 10,667 of 15,676 individual events -- were "recorded
errors."

"These errors resulted in overall tabulation errors or ballots being sent to
adjudication," the report says.

The high error rate "proves the Dominion Voting System is flawed and does
not meet state or federal election laws."
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The audit also noted vulnerabilities related to the ability of Dominion
machines to be connected to the internet.

Powell: 'We've never witnessed anything like this'

On Friday, attorney Sidney Powell filed emergency requests to the Supreme
Court to order officials in Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin and Arizona to de-
certify their 2020 election results.

Powell said in an interview Sunday with the Epoch Times that "especially
insidious and troubling is the machine fraud conducted through the
Dominion voting systems."

"In fact, one of our experts says Dominion fraud was 5% higher votes for
Biden across the board everywhere there was a Dominion machine running.
The same was true for other Democrats that were running on the tickets in
those states," she said.

Powell, who is not part of the Trump campaign legal team, also suggested
Trump could invoke his 2018 executive order calling on the director of
national intelligence to assess evidence of foreign interference in an election.

If John Ratcliffe, the DNI, were to conduct such an assessment, she said, it
would "blow the mind of every citizen in the country who's willing to look at
the truth and the facts."

"Because there's never – we've never witnessed anything like this in the
history of this country," said Powell. "And it's got to be stopped right now or
there will never be a free and fair election."

See the Epoch Times interview with Sidney Powell:
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